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THE HEART  
of your home.

Kitchens bring us together. It’s where we gather for easy conversations over 

shared dishes with people we enjoy. It’s also where life can get messy. So 

today’s kitchens need to do double duty, not only be inviting and comfortable, 

but also help minimize the mess. At Kohler we design for both.  

No matter where you fall on the “love to cook” and “love to entertain” 

spectrums, we have beautiful solutions to meet your needs. From touchless 

faucets to innovative sprays and from sleek big bowls to stackable accessories, 

KOHLER® kitchen products will help you design your dream kitchen.

Turn the page to get started.
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Ready to discover your dream kitchen? This book is designed  

to help you journey from dreaming to building. Here’s your map.

HOW to use this book

PLANNING
Before you dive into choosing  

specific products, we’ll walk  

you through the more important 

things to keep in mind.

INSPIRATION
You want personality and style and lasting 

beauty. We get it, and we can help you  

design a look that does it all.

Explore 6 Trends

White, Smoky, Noir, Pale, Pattern and Color

Tour 12 Kitchens

Within each trend section, see how the look 

translates to traditional, transitional and 

modern kitchens.

118 |  PLANNING | DESIGNING A KITCHEN TO FIT YOUR LIFE

Station Key 

COOKING STATION 

PRIMARY WORKSTATION

PREP STATION

BEVERAGE STATION

CONSIDER your space

The Workspace Triangle 

Streamline your kitchen workflow by creating a 

triangular pathway between your sink, stovetop 

and refrigerator – so you can move easily from 

one to another.

U-Shaped

Great for cooking together. Efficient 

triangular pathway. Ample counter areas.

L-Shaped

Simple triangular pathway. Plenty of counter 

area to split prep and cleanup tasks. 

Comfortable for two.

Adding a pot filler to the 
cooking station helps to 
separate task areas.

An L-shaped layout 
with an island keeps 
the working triangle 
compact and efficient.

Atypical for a U-shaped, a 
throughway adds access 
from other areas. 

With a portion of island 
space dedicated to dining, 
a sink with accessories  
offers more prep area.

The main benefit of 
U-shaped kitchens 
is clearly defined 
work areas. 

Room for a central 
island or table 
provides an added 
workspace.

Workspace  
Triangle

Workspace  
Triangle

DESIGNING A KITCHEN TO FIT YOUR LIFE
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Galley 

Compact triangular pathway. Great for the solo 

chef. Separate areas for prep and cleanup.

One-Wall 

Small-space efficiency. Center sink separates prep 

and cooking areas. Linear layout mimics process.

Be sure to include counter space 
between each workstation to 
ensure food  safety.

A familiar galley arrangement 
is to keep sink stations 
relegated to one wall.

One-wall layouts benefit 
from open shelving so 
everything is within 
arm’s reach.

Ample counter area to 
either side of the stove 
provides added safety.

Even greater efficiency 
can come from pairing 
the one-wall kitchen with 
an adjacent dining area.

Galley kitchens are often 
set off from the dining 
area, allowing chefs  
more freedom to  
make a mess.

Workspace  
Triangle

Workspace Triangle

Learn more about designing an efficient kitchen workspace at 
ideas.KOHLER.com/Workspace-Trianglep g

32 |  SMOKY | TREND THE KOHLER KITCHEN BOOK | 33

A sultry mix of rich flavor and subtle spice, this moody color palette 

is filled with blazing golds and sun-kissed caramels. At once warm

and earthy, smoky celebrates nature’s textures and tones across a 

wide mix of materials both organic and synthetic.  

In the kitchen, smoky colors often ground a space and establish a 

sense of calm. Designers build on that base, layering copper and 

brass hues and bringing out a quiet but impactful vitality. 

40 MODER N
R io Revelry

34 TR ANSITIONAL
Latticed Luxe

For inspiration, search SMOKY at 
ideas.KOHLER.com

Gold-hued browns and rich woods suffuse our 

smoky kitchens with an earthy elegance. From 

sculptural simplicity to tropical iridescence, 

the designer kitchens that follow showcase  

the smoky trend at its finest.smo
THE KOHLER KITCHEN BOOK | 31

oky
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PRODUCTS
Now the real fun starts – choosing  

the items that will actually bring the 

kitchen you’ve been dreaming  

of to life.

KEEP AN EYE OUT
You’ll find tidbits of design and 

product advice throughout the 

book. Here’s a simple key to help 

you find what you need.

WHAT’S TRENDING

Trends we think you’ll love.

�
Helpful product details.

Design 
ideas  

to get you 
started.

Purist® Pullout Kitchen Faucet  K-7505-BL
Whitehaven® Self-Trimming® Under-Mount Single-Bowl Kitchen Sink 

with Tall Apron and Hayridge® design  K-6351-0152 |  PRODUCTS | KOHLER ENAMELED CAST IRON KITCHEN SINKS
For more colors, installation types and sizes,  
visit KOHLER.com/CastIronKitchenSinks

KOHLER ® ENAMELED CAST IRON
Statement-making KOHLER enameled cast iron is guaranteed not to chip, crack or burn.* The rich, colorful  

finish makes its own bold statement as it complements your countertops and cabinetry.

KITCHEN SINKS

Whitehaven®  

Self-Trimming®

UNDER-MOUNT APRON-FRONT

3511⁄16" x 219⁄16" x 9" | K-6427  
(Smart Divide® tall apron, shown)

35½" x 219⁄16" x 9" | K-6426 (Smart Divide short apron)

3511⁄16" x 219⁄16" x 9" | K-6489 (tall apron)

3511⁄16" x 219⁄16" x 9" | K-6488 (short apron)

3211⁄16" x 219⁄16" x 9" | K-5827 (tall apron)

3211⁄16" x 219⁄16" x 9" | K-5726 (short apron)

2911⁄16" x 219⁄16" x 9" | K-6487 (tall apron)

29½" x 219⁄16" x 9" | K-6486 (short apron)

Iron/Tones®

TOP-MOUNT/UNDER-MOUNT

33" x 18¾" x 9" | K-6625 (Smart Divide shown)

24¼" x 18¾" x 7½" | K-6585

20⅞" x 20⅞" x 10" | K-6587

Riverby®

UNDER-MOUNT

Includes accessories

33" x 22" x 9" | K-5871-5UA3 (shown)

33" x 22" x 9" | K-8679-5UA3

33" x 22" x 9" | K-8669-5UA3

27" x 22" x 9" | K-8668-5UA2

25" x 22" x 9" | K-5872

Hartland®

UNDER-MOUNT

33" x 22" x 9" | K-5818-5U

Langlade® Smart Divide
UNDER-MOUNT

33" x 22" x 9" | K-6626-6U

Brookfield™

UNDER-MOUNT

33" x 22" x 9" | K-5846-5U

Cape Dory®

UNDER-MOUNT

33" x 22" x 9" | K-5864-5U

Executive Chef™

UNDER-MOUNT

33" x 22" x 9¾"/7¾" | K-5931-4U

Indio® Smart Divide
UNDER-MOUNT

Includes two sink racks,  
cutting board and colander.

33" x 21⅛" x 9" | K-6411

*For warranty details, visit KOHLER.com/Warranty.
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SINK GUIDE

Top-Mount
• Easiest to install

• Often used with laminate countertops

• Sink rim extends above countertop surface

INSTALLATIONS
We offer multiple sink styles, each with a specific type of installation: top-mount, under-mount, apron-front, 

tile-in and wall-mount. Consider your kitchen cabinet size and what kitchen sink installation type will work 

best with your cabinet configuration.

Under-Mount
• Mounted beneath your countertop

• Used with solid-surface, stone and quartz countertops

• Easily sweep debris off counter and into bowl

Apron-Front
• Notable for its attractive front panel or apron

• Available with tall or short aprons. Short apron option 

lets you retrofit into standard cabinetry.

• Available in both enameled cast iron and stainless steel

• Available in top-mount, under-mount and tile-in models

Tile-In
A tile-in sink is specially designed for installation in a tile countertop. 

It has a flat edge that allows the installer to butt the tile up against 

the sink and grout the sink as if it were another tile.

• Tile butts against the sink edge for a clean look similar to 

that of an under-mount sink

• Sink edge has square, not rounded corners

Wall-Mount
• Mounts directly to wall with brackets

• Classic versatile design

• Integrated backsplash allows sink to be mounted to wall

146 |  PRODUCTS | SINK GUIDE

BOWL CONFIGUR ATIONS
Select a bowl configuration: Are you more comfortable with a single-bowl or a multiple-bowl 

model? Do you wash dishes by hand and like a separate bowl for draining? Consider the size, 

shape and configuration you’d like.

Single-Bowl
• Ideal for washing large pots and platters

• Available in a variety of sizes and materials

• Some models feature wet work surfaces for food prep

Offset
• Space and separation for washing and rinsing

• Typically one large and one medium bowl

• Available in many configurations

• Models available with a full saddle or Smart Divide® saddle

Double-Equal
• Separate but equal bowls provide a versatile workspace

• Full range of depths including extra-deep bowls

• Smart Divide feature lets you wash large pans while 

providing a dual-bowl sink

Bar Sinks
Consider the versatility of additional sink and cleanup space – 

and not just in your kitchen.

• Add one to help with food prep on the kitchen island

• Complement a large primary sink with an auxiliary sink

• Use in butler’s pantry, laundry room, media room or kids’ space

For more information, visit 
KOHLER.com/KitchenSinkGuide
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Guides

Learn more about how to 

choose the best products  

for your needs. 

KOHLER.com/KitchenSinkGuide 

KOHLER.com/KitchenFaucetGuide

Ideas

Get additional design ideas  

and inspiration for your  

next project. 

ideas.KOHLER.com/Kitchen

Kitchen Planner

Mix and match sink, faucet, 

counter, wall and cabinet 

options before you choose.

KohlerKitchenPlanner.com

Design Tools

Access 2- and 3-D product 

drawings to help as you  

lay out your space. 

KOHLER.com/DesignTools

While we have designed this book to be as comprehensive as possible, there is 

so much more. We update content regularly and invite you to visit often.

ONLINE resources

Find Your Style

Not sure how to define  

your style? Find it at  

ideas.KOHLER.com/Style

Inspiration
ideas.KOHLER.com 

#kohlerideas

Products & Tools
us.KOHLER.com

Social Media

 pinterest.com/kohlerco

 houzz.com/pro/kohlerco/kohler

 youtube.com/user/kohler

 facebook.com/kohler

 bold.KOHLER.com

 instagram.com/kohlerco

 twitter.com/kohler
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White  
(0) 

Dune  
(NY) 

Sea Salt™  
(FF)

Biscuit  
(96)

Cane Sugar™  
(FD)

Almond  
(47)

Ice™ Grey  
(95)

Sandbar  
(G9) 

Mexican Sand™  
(33)  

Cashmere™  
(K4)

Basalt™  
(FT) 

Thunder™ Grey  
(58)

Suede  
(20) 

Black ’n Tan  
(KA) 

Caviar  
(FP)

Matte Brown  
(CM2)  

Matte Black  
(CM1)  

Black Black™  
(7)  

KOHLER Colors & Finishes

196 |  RESOURCES | KOHLER COLORS & FINISHES
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Here is a quick look at how our trends and rooms are organized. Each of the six trends is 

featured in two rooms. These rooms fall within a range from traditional to modern styles. 

However, since design styles rarely fit neatly into boxes, we’ve placed each room along a 

spectrum from traditional to modern.  

TRENDS & ROOMS at a glance



PALE COLORPATTERN

Blue Opulence  |  88

Copper Cottage  |  66

Modern Mirage  |  72

A merican Plum  |  82

Emerald View  |  98

Marine Modern  |  104 
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Bright and airy, white has seen an uptick in popularity, 

especially in the kitchen where its association with 

cleanliness has added appeal. And as the next two kitchens 

reveal, white is a favorite of designers from LA to NYC.wh



hite



16 | WHITE | TREND
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White space. It lets the eye rest and calms the mind. And as the  

main ingredient in any ensemble, white invites a certain lightness  

of being, a sense of untethered possibility. In the kitchen, white  

speaks to clean simplicity. 

Designers today choose white as the defining color for traditional  

as well as ultramodern spaces. Exceptionally versatile, it runs the 

gamut from futuristic and otherworldly to soft and cozy. As always, 

white remains a daringly elegant choice.  

18  TR ADITIONAL 
Garden Galley

24  MODER N 
LA Essentials

For inspiration, search WHITE at
ideas.KOHLER.com





WHITE | TRADITIONAL

New York-based designer Courtney Cachet  

chose a white-on-white color palette for this 

traditional galley kitchen. Juxtaposing modern  

faucets and hardware designs against a coffered 

ceiling and arched doorway, Cachet combines 

classic and contemporary design to create  

a wonderfully welcoming kitchen. 

garden
galley

THE KOHLER KITCHEN BOOK | 19
To see more of this room, visit  
ideas.KOHLER.com/GardenGalley



To see more of this room, visit  
ideas.KOHLER.com/GardenGalley

20 | WHITE | GARDEN GALLEY

Why is white such a lasting look  
across design trends?

Trends come and go but white kitchens are 

overwhelmingly the most popular. They feel 

clean and bright. Since it is typically the first 

place homeowners go in the morning, white 

makes a lot of sense. This is how you start 

your day.

How does your finish choice, Vibrant® 
Brushed Bronze, inform other elements  
in the room?

It felt like a vintage brass. With all the glam 

hardware and the brass finished hood, I didn’t 

want something super bright. This feels more 

elegant. And it adds just enough to highlight 

the metallic flecks in the Lusso counters.

Do you have any design tips for people  
with galley kitchens? 

Add more design. Often, we are more inclined 

to keep small spaces ultrasimple but that’s all 

wrong. Small spaces need more design and 

decor – and it’s much easier when you have 

two equal sides! Go for it.

Do you have a general design tip  
for homeowners?

Don’t wait to make your home fabulous. 

Don’t wait till your children get older or the 

proverbial “when we have more time.”  

There’s never enough time. Make it happen 

and you’ll thank me later. 

New York-based celebrity designer and TV personality, 
Courtney Cachet is known for her designs including 
home decor accessories, paper goods and furniture.  

WITH DESIGNER COURTNEY CACHET

Q&A

Designed to be practical as well 

as beautiful, the kitchen features 

two sinks. The primary apron-

front single-bowl sink is perfect 

for washing big pots and pans, 

while the smaller prep sink 

makes the kitchen comfortable 

for two cooks working together. 



Bend it up or down,  
swivel or fold it out of the 

way, the Karbon® faucet puts 
water where you need it. 

WHAT’S TRENDING

Farmhouse sinks aren’t just for the farm. 
With apron-front designs that range 

from sleek stainless steel to handcrafted 
enameled cast iron, farmhouse sinks are 

finding their way into kitchens everywhere.

THE KOHLER KITCHEN BOOK | 21



White and gold notes in the 
backsplash and counter are 

reinforced by the Vibrant® Brushed 
Bronze faucet paired with gold 

hardware finish and an enameled 
cast iron sink in Sea Salt™ with 

Simply White walls.

22 | WHITE | GARDEN GALLEY

Don’t wait to make your home fabulous.   – Courtney Cachet

GET THIS LOOK

4
2

3

1
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To see more of this room, visit  
ideas.KOHLER.com/GardenGalley

1 |  Karbon® Deck-Mount Kitchen Faucet  
(K-6227-C15-BV)

2 |  Whitehaven Self-Trimming® Under-Mount 
Single-Bowl Kitchen Sink with Short Apron 
(K-6488-FF)

3 |  Karbon Wall-Mount Kitchen Faucet  
(K-6228-C15-BV)

4 | Napa™ Under-Mount Bar Sink (K-5848-FF)

5 | Purist® 18" Towel Bar (K-14435-BGD)

6 | Benjamin Moore® Simply White Paint OC-117

7 | Benjamin Moore White Dove Paint OC-17

8 |  Silestone Lusso – Designed by 
Courtney Cachet 

9 |  The Home Depot Bruce Engineered Hardwood, 
Montrose Amberwood 0557AWY

10 |  ANN SACKS® Calacatta Borghini Mosaic Tile 
(AS10126/AS10140)

Not Shown: 
Look In The Attic Ring Pulls

ATG Stores Bar Pulls

Featured Colors & Finishes:  

FF Sea Salt™ | BV Vibrant® Brushed Bronze |  

BGD Vibrant Moderne Brushed Gold

Texture and tone are the heroes of this 

kitchen. High-gloss enameled cast iron is 

set against matte walls and cabinets, and 

bronze faucet and gold hardware finishes 

draw out the gold tones in the counter 

and backsplash. Dark wood floors ground 

the white with warmth and depth.

Whitehaven® sinks are  
available with a shortened 
apron, that is perfect for 

retrofitting to existing cabinets.

76
10

8

9
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WHITE | MODERN

Perched high on a Hollywood hill, this ultramodern home designed 

by Warren Techentin Architects makes the most of its commanding 

vistas with expansive spaces that are perfect for entertaining.

LA  
ESSENTIALS

H O M E  T O U R

To see more of this home, visit
ideas.KOHLER.com/LA-Essentials
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26 | WHITE | LA ESSENTIALS

�With deep bowls and 
premium stainless steel, 
Strive® kitchen sinks are 
the home chef’s dream. 

Adjacent to the pool and overlooking the 

glittering lights of LA far below, the casual 

kitchen is a natural gathering spot for cooking 

and eating together. A window slides open for 

easy access to an outdoor dining room.

WHAT’S TRENDING

Spaces that allow us to blur the lines 
between inside and out with features like 
glass windows and walls are becoming 
less about luxury and more must-have. 

�

Fresh filtered water is 
always at the ready 
with a Wellspring® 
beverage faucet.
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� Poise® kitchen and  
bar sinks are 

handcrafted from our 
most durable steel. 

If space allows, 
combining your 

cooktop, prep sink and 
counter seating into one large 

island creates the perfect 
spot for family and friends to 

gather for cooking  
and noshing. 



28 | WHITE | LA ESSENTIALS

Matte Black finish on the Purist 
faucet complements the richness 

of Ogassian tile backsplash.

Keeping the focus on the surrounding 

views and life outside, smooth walnut 

doors hide an elegant wet bar and 

unexpected flourish of color. 
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1 |  Sensate® Pull-Down Touchless Kitchen  
Faucet (K-72218-VS)

2 |  Contemporary Soap/Lotion Dispenser 
(K-1995-VS)

3 |  Strive® Under-Mount Single-Bowl Kitchen Sink 
with Accessories (K-5285-NA)

4 |  Wellspring® Beverage Faucet with Contemporary 
Design (K-6665-VS)

5 | Poise® Under-Mount Bar Sink (K-3391-NA) 

Bar Area:

6 | Purist® Bar Faucet (K-7509-BL)

7 |  Contemporary Soap/Lotion Dispenser  
(K-1995-BL)

8 | Porto Fino™ Under-Mount Bar Sink (K-6565-7)

9 |  Ann Sacks® Ogassian Concrete Field Tile, 
Japanese Geo (AS14255)

Featured Colors & Finishes: 

7 Black Black™ | VS Vibrant Stainless | BL Matte Black

To see more of this home visit,  
ideas.KOHLER.com/LA-Essentials

Continue the tour online.
See how designers at Warren Techentin 
Architects brought their vision to life 
throughout the home.

GET THIS LOOK

1

1 7
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Gold-hued browns and rich woods suffuse our 

smoky kitchens with an earthy elegance. From 

sculptural simplicity to tropical iridescence, 

the designer kitchens that follow showcase  

the smoky trend at its finest.smo
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32 | SMOKY | TREND
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A sultry mix of rich flavor and subtle spice, this moody color palette 

is filled with blazing golds and sun-kissed caramels. At once warm 

and earthy, smoky celebrates nature’s textures and tones across a 

wide mix of materials both organic and synthetic.  

In the kitchen, smoky colors often ground a space and establish a 

sense of calm. Designers build on that base, layering copper and 

brass hues and bringing out a quiet but impactful vitality. 

40  MODER N 
R io Revelry

34  TR ANSITIONAL 
Latticed Luxe

For inspiration, search SMOKY at 
ideas.KOHLER.com
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SMOKY | TRANSITIONAL

Tucked above a vibrant cityscape, 

Mark Williams’ loft kitchen is an 

urban cooking and entertaining 

enthusiast’s dream. Nymbus 

countertops paired with richly 

grained slab-wood cabinets evoke an 

organic warmth, while the exposed 

brick and black accents bring a 

masculine sensibility into play. 

LATTICED
            LUXE 

To see more of this room, visit
ideas.KOHLER.com/LatticedLuxe



36 | SMOKY | LATTICED LUXE

How is kitchen design changing as men 
spend more time in there?

This particular kitchen definitely has a 

masculine side to it. I think people tend to feel 

darker colors and strong woodgrain are more 

masculine design elements, but we did try to 

soften that with the subtle curved shape of the 

backsplash behind the range and the textured 

subway tile on the back wall.

How do you see the smoky trend playing out 
in the kitchen?

I think it works really well with today’s 

open plan living spaces. When kitchens 

were sequestered on their own, they didn’t 

necessarily need to blend in with the aesthetic 

of the rest of the home. Now, kitchens need 

to be a little bit more luxurious in their palette 

and style. I think this smoky style incorporates 

all of that; it’s even a little sexy.

How do you go about incorporating both 
matte and high sheen in a kitchen?

A successful space is typically a composition 

of compelling opposition, new and old, hard 

and soft, shiny and matte…These oppositional 

pairings, when used strategically and with 

precision, make more interesting spaces that 

can continue to evolve over time. It makes 

everything feel a little less formulaic. 

Mark Williams specializes in both architectural design 
and interior design. He has developed a reputation for 
creating balanced, beautiful spaces by considering the 
architectural and interior design as a single process. 

WITH DESIGNER MARK WILLIAMS

Q&A

In open lofts,  
privacy screens can  
help define separate  

living areas while  
maintaining an open  
concept ambiance

To see more of this room, visit 
ideas.KOHLER.com/LatticedLuxe



Fill pots the easy way 
with HiRise pot filler.

WHAT’S TRENDING

In keeping with a desire for clutter-free 
spaces, many kitchens now feature sinks 
that use and store stackable accessories. 
The more streamlined a space is visually, 

the more organized it feels.
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38 | SMOKY | LATTICED LUXE

Stages sink and accessories 
were designed with the 

home chef in mind.

Efficiency is built into each area from the 

sink to the cooktop. Stages™ sinks and 

accessories were designed specifically to 

support mise en place food prep. And the 

wood cutting board slides snugly across 

the top of the sink, covering used dishes 

while providing a workspace. 

Think about 
your backsplash 

as an opportunity to 
be creative – bring in a 
new material or design 

element.

To see more of this room, visit 
ideas.KOHLER.com/LatticedLuxe
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  1 |  Purist® Bridge Kitchen Faucet with Sidespray 
(K-7548-4-CP)

  2 |  Stages™ Under-Mount Single-Bowl Kitchen Sink 
with Accessories (K-3761-NA)

  3 | HiRise Wall-Mount Pot Filler (K-7322-4-S)

  4 | ANN SACKS® Foundation Brick (AS14242)

  5 | Silestone Nymbus Countertop and Backsplash

  6 |  ANN SACKS Cote d’Azure Limestone Field Tile 
(AS14842)

  7 |  ANN SACKS Ogassian Brise Geo Weave Screen 
Block Concrete Field Tile (AS15441)

  8 | Benjamin Moore® Simply White Paint OC-117

  9 | Benjamin Moore Luxe Paint AF-580

10 | Benjamin Moore Weimaraner AF-155

Not Shown: 
Hefele Westin L-Profile Drawer Pull in Aluminum

Featured Colors & Finishes:  

CP Polished Chrome | S Polished Stainless 

The bridge design of the Purist 
faucet nods to the industrial chic 

style of this loft kitchen.
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RIO 
REVELRY

SMOKY | MODERN

Brazilian design influences give 

this kitchen its sleek, spirited 

energy. Walnut cabinets with 

vertical slats throughout 

combine with an opalescent 

backsplash to create a tropical 

minimalist paradise.

To see more of this room, visit  
ideas.KOHLER.com/RioRevelry
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42 | SMOKY | RIO REVELRY

Four bold and dynamic elements 

come together in Rio Revelry. Dark 

vertical wood slats establish a 

solid uniformity against an abstract 

concrete floor. Both have a subtle 

masculine edge softened by 

birds of paradise wallpaper and a 

shimmering feather backsplash.

Endlessly shifting from playful 

pinks and blues to sunny golds and 

browns, the iridescent backsplash 

with metallic veining brings 

movement and vitality to the design. 

�

The Riverby sink family 
includes primary and 
prep sinks so you can 
coordinate both areas. 

To see more of this room, visit 
ideas.KOHLER.com/RioRevelry

�

Riverby® enameled cast iron 
sinks in Cane Sugar™ draw out 

the more subtle notes of the 
brilliant backsplash.



WHAT’S TRENDING

Brazilian minimalism  
is hot right now. Bringing 
together natural warmth  
and exuberant pattern,  
it’s modern made lively. 

Introduce a 
curvy organic 

pattern if you have 
strong, clean lines that 
you want to interrupt 

and balance.
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44 | SMOKY | RIO REVELRY

If dark wood is 
your first choice for 

cabinets in the kitchen, 
choose light-colored floors 

and counters to keep it 
airy and open.

�

A splash of cool, a Vibrant® 
Stainless finish on the Evoke® 
faucet stands out against the 

heat of the iridescent tile. 
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1 | Evoke® Pullout Kitchen Faucet (K-6331-VS)

2 |  Riverby® Under-Mount Large/Medium Kitchen 
Sink with Accessories (K-8669-5UA3-FD)

3 | Evoke Pullout Bar Faucet (K-6332-VS)

4 |  Riverby Under-Mount Single-Bowl Kitchen Sink 
with Sink Rack (K-5872-5UA1-FD)

5 | Silestone Blanco Maple Countertop

6 |  ANN SACKS® Chrysalis Plume Mosaics Tile 
(AS13013)

7 | ANN SACKS Ogassian Concrete Tile (AS14416)

8 | Benjamin Moore® Rural Earth Paint 1239

9 | Witch & Watchmen Amazonia Wallpaper

Featured Colors & Finishes: 

FD Sugar Cane™ | VS Vibrant Stainless
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no



Glamorous and formal. Edgy and fresh. Design 

just doesn’t get more sophisticated. We love the 

drama black brings to both of the kitchens that 

follow, from urban classic to mountain getaway. 
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48 | NOIR | TREND
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A perennial favorite in interior design, black is a practiced  

shapeshifter, able to straddle the worlds of both classic and  

contemporary styles with confidence. 

And today black’s iconic beauty is making its presence felt in the  

kitchen more frequently, especially with the recent debut of black  

stainless steel appliances. Building on this trend, designers are 

introducing vibrant metals and layering textures to bring even more 

depth to predominantly black spaces.

50  TR ADITIONAL 
Gentleman’s Black

56  TR A NSITIONAL 
Platinum Peaks

For inspiration, search BLACK at 
ideas.KOHLER.com




